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Abstract
Supporting multiple active speakers in automotive hands-free or speech dialog applications is an interesting issue not
least due to comfort reasons. Therefore, a multi-channel system for enhancement of speech signals captured by
distributed distant microphones in a car environment is presented. Each of the potential speakers in the car has a
dedicated directional microphone close to his position that captures the corresponding speech signal. The aim of the
resulting overall system is twofold: On the one hand, a combination of an arbitrary pre-defined subset of speakers’
signals can be performed, e.g., to create an output signal in a hands-free telephone conference call for a far-end
communication partner. On the other hand, annoying cross-talk components from interfering sound sources
occurring in multiple different mixed output signals are to be eliminated, motivated by the possibility of other
hands-free applications being active in parallel. The system includes several signal processing stages. A dedicated
signal processing block for interfering speaker cancellation attenuates the cross-talk components of undesired
speech. Further signal enhancement comprises the reduction of residual cross-talk and background noise.
Subsequently, a dynamic signal combination stage merges the processed single-microphone signals to obtain
appropriate mixed signals at the system output that may be passed to applications such as telephony or a speech
dialog system. Based on signal power ratios between the particular microphone signals, an appropriate speaker
activity detection and therewith a robust control mechanism of the whole system is presented. The proposed system
may be dynamically configured and has been evaluated for a car setup with four speakers sitting in the car cabin
disturbed in various noise conditions.
Keywords: Distributed microphones; Speaker activity detection; Signal combination; Interfering speaker cancellation;
Automotive speech applications
1 Introduction
Applying speech technologies in the car becomes more
and more important due to safety and comfort reasons.
Relating to automotive environments, many different
applications like hands-free telephony, teleconferencing,
or speech dialog and recognition are possible. Especially
in a car, strong background noises caused by engine, wind,
rolling noise, or interfering sound sources may disturb
the speech signal and could harm the proper functional-
ity of the mentioned applications. Thus, for the purpose
of speech signal enhancement, often, multi-microphone
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arrangements are used, enabling multi-channel signal
processing algorithms. The application of beamforming
approaches [1,2] requires a small spacing between the
microphones and a predefined geometry in order to get
sufficient performance.
In contrast, in this contribution, we want to focus on
distributed microphones, where the arrangement is not
limited to fixed geometries but where each speaker in the
car cabin has a dedicated microphone close to his posi-
tion. In the case at hand with multiple microphones and
multiple speakers to be supported, the sensor signals have
to be combined in a beneficial way. In the literature, it is
often focussed on setups where multiple microphones are
used to capture the speech signal of one single speaker. In
this case, multiple spatially distributed microphones may
© 2013 Matheja et al.; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
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be mounted in the direct vicinity of just one speaker in
order to search for the optimal microphone position.
Hence, the best combination of all microphone signals
can be chosen for each bin in the frequency domain, e.g.,
by applying diversity methods as in [3,4]. It is aimed at
obtaining exactly one enhanced and combined output sig-
nal out of several input signals. These combined signals
can be fed to a hands-free device or a speech recognition
system.
In case of noisy speech recognition for in-car situa-
tions in [5,6], a fundamentally different approach for the
exploitation of spatially distributed distant microphones
is introduced. It is proposed to estimate the log speech
spectrum at a hypothetical close-talking microphone that
should have good quality by multiple regression of the
log spectra of several distant microphone signals. In other
environments, where the speaker’s location is not known
before, the microphones are mounted arbitrarily in a liv-
ing room or in an office to take advantage of the space
diversity for distant-talking speech recognition [7] or to
process a real-time speaker localization as in [8].
Furthermore, regarding speech enhancement, cross-
talk components in the desired signal originating from
interfering speakers are a major problem for hands-free
as well as for speech recognition systems. Within the
scope of this contribution, these components should be
suppressed to enhance the combined output signals. Var-
ious signal compensation approaches based on Widrow’s
original work [9] are well known from a range of publica-
tions. Due to the risk of signal cancellation, an additional
filter helps prevent the cancellation of desired compo-
nents [10]. This enhanced structure is also picked up by
[11] for frequency domain cross-talk cancellation within
a call center scenario. It is thought of creating a multiple-
input multiple-output system, where each output only
includes the speech of the dedicated speaker. Similar
techniques can be introduced by blind source separation
algorithms [12,13]. These methods are often computa-
tionally more expensive. Furthermore, in case of speaker-
dedicated microphones, signal compensation approaches
can exploit quite good reference signals for compensation
of interfering speech components. For further cross-talk
suppression, appropriate post-processing schemes exist
[14,15].
In this contribution, a generic overall system for
speech enhancement of distributed microphone signals
is proposed, where each speaker has only one dedi-
cated microphone. An overview is depicted in Figure 1.
M microphone signals are transformed to the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) domain and processed, yield-
ing Q mixed output signals for serving a number of
applications at the same time. The system allows to con-
figure the resulting number of different output instances
designed for different applications during the processing
in a generic manner. The core processing part consists
of an interfering speaker cancellation (ISC) that com-
pensates the cross-talk components that do not have
to be present in the appropriate output instance, a sig-
nal enhancement (SE) block performing an extended
noise reduction, and a dynamic signal combination (DSC)
module. The latter combines a subset of some speaker-
related microphone signals to a particular output signal.
The whole signal processing is controlled by a con-
trol unit based on the comparison of signal powers
(see also [11,16]).
In a full-duplex speech communication system, the
occurrence of acoustic echoes resulting from the cou-
pling between loudspeakers and microphones has to
be avoided. For the proposed system where Q speech
applications may be active in parallel, M multi-channel
echo cancellation structures are needed each having
as many adaptive filters as loudspeaker channels are
used by the application. To solve the echo cancella-
tion problem, the related reference signals of the Q
different and uncorrelated far-end partners or systems
are directly accessible. The topic of stereo- and multi-
channel acoustic echo cancellation and the presenta-
tion of efficient solutions is not within the scope of
this contribution, but further details can be found in
[17,18].
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a more
detailed overview of the generic system is given. An inter-
fering speaker cancellation is presented in Section 3. The
following Section 4 discusses the signal enhancement
stage and its submodules. Afterwards, in Section 5, the
dynamic signal combination is considered. The robust
control of the whole signal processing is introduced in
Section 6, and the contribution concludes with an evalua-
tion of the overall system.
2 Generic speech communication system
We propose a highly generic system that allows the han-
dling of several speech applications in the car in parallel.
As mentioned, the acoustic echo cancellation problem is
not considered in the following. It can be thought, e.g.,
of two telephone conference calls out of the car in due
time, where the two front passengers are communicating
with one far-end partner and the backseat passengers with
another one within a second application.
The multi-channel system has M microphones and
yields a set of Q mixed output signals. Assuming that all
the speech sources are uncorrelated, themth microphone
signal ym(n) can be formulated as the superposition of the
clean speech sm(n), the cross-talk bm(n), and the back-
ground noise component nm(n) in the time-domain, with
n being the sample index:
ym(n) = sm(n) + bm(n) + nm(n). (1)
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Figure 1 Schematic system overview.
With the time frame index  and the frequency sub-
band index k, the related signal representation in the DFT
domain is
Y(, k) = S(, k) + B(, k) +N(, k). (2)
The column vector Y(, k) contains the microphone
input signals Ym(, k) for all microphone channels m =
1, . . . ,M. According to this formulation, the vector S(, k)
includes the input speech components Sm(, k); the vec-
tor B(, k), the interfering speech components Bm(, k);
and the vector N(, k), the noise components Nm(, k).
In general, bold uppercase letters with time frame and/or
frequency indices indicate vectors containing M single
components for each microphone channel m, or Q com-
ponents for each output instance q, respectively. The
processing is performed at a sampling rate of fs = 16 kHz.
For analysis, a discrete Fourier transform with length of
K = 512, with a frame-shift of R = 128, and a Hann
window function is applied. Thus, the subband index k is
in the range k = 0, 1, . . . ,K − 1. Due to the symmetry
properties, only the first K/2+1 subbands are effectively
processed.
An overview of the four main parts of the whole dis-
tributed microphone processing system is depicted in
Figure 2. Bold arrows and characters indicate the avail-
ability of multiple channels stacked in vectors. Within
the ISC block, interfering speakers can be suppressed
in a distant target channel by using their dedicated
microphone signals as reference for a noise compensa-
tion. An adaptive filter structure uses these references
to cancel exactly the cross-talk components in the tar-
get signals that do not have to be present later in one
of Q output signals. The cross-talk components within
those target channels that will be combined to the same
mixed output signal later are not cancelled in order
to exploit some diversity effects afterwards. Y˘(, k) is
the resulting signal vector after filtering the interfer-
ing cross-talk speech components Y˘c(, k) by Hˆm,m′(, k)
and subtracting the results from the input signal spec-
tra Y(, k). The filter Fˆm′,m(, k) realizes a blocking
structure to avoid signal cancellation effects within the
actual ISC.
The adaptation of the filters is controlled by a speaker
activity detection (SAD) measurêSAD(, k), determined
in the SAD block of the control unit. To obtain similar
signal characteristics in all output channels, an automatic
gain control is processed within the signal enhancement
(SE) stage that adjusts all signal peak levels to a constant
target peak level yielding Y˜(, k). During speech activity of
one speaker, coupling factors Kˆ(, k) between the particu-
lar signals can now be computed. Thus, residual cross-talk
can be estimated, yielding appropriate filter coefficients
GRCS(, k) and maximum attenuations βRCS(, k) for
residual cross-talk suppression (RCS) within an extended
noise reduction (ENR). This noise reduction block also
has to deal with the preparation of the DSC. Due to the
different microphone positions and types, the noise sig-
nal characteristics (especially noise level and coloration)
may differ strongly across the microphone channels. Since
annoying switching artifacts may occur in a combined
signal, we propose to adjust all noise power spectral den-
sities (PSDs) ˆN˜N˜(, k) in each channel to a target refer-
ence noise level ˆrefN˜N˜(, k) for the transitions at speaker
changes by applying a spectral floor βDSC(, k) within a
Wiener noise reduction filter. The determination of the
target values is controlled by the fullband speaker activity
detection measurêSAD() that also controls the sub-
sequent signal combination. The noise-reduced signals
X˜(, k) are merged to obtain Q mixed signals X(, k),
each being a combination of some processed input chan-
nel signals. The quantities X˜(, k) still include cross-talk
components between those channels that are to be com-
bined to one output signal. Hence, spatial diversity can be
exploited.
For controlling the ISC, the SE, and the DSC, some
matrices are introduced to determine the behavior of
the overall system. WISC is a symmetric M × M matrix
containing zeros and ones, where each row represents a
destination channel m, and each column a source chan-
nel m′. By setting a one to a position 〈m,m′〉, the m′th
source will be eliminated from the mth channel. If it is
desired in a system with M = 4 to cancel channels 3
and 4 from channels 1 and 2 and vice versa, the matrix is
defined as
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Figure 2 Overview of the entire distributedmicrophone processing system. The overall system comprises four main stages: Interfering
speaker cancellation (ISC), signal enhancement (SE), dynamic signal combination (DSC), and the control unit.
WISC =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1 1
0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (3)
In a further Q × M matrixWDSC, each row represents an
output signal q and each column an input channel m. A
one at the position 〈q,m〉 indicates that the channelm has
to be present in the qth mixed output signal. Regarding




1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1
]
. (4)
In order to implement a generic configuration of the
whole system, these control matrices are used for selecting
the particular channels to process.
3 Interfering speaker cancellation
In this section, a method to suppress the undesired cross-
talk components in each target channel is presented.
Interfering speech from a speaker whose dedicated chan-
nel signal is to be combined with the considered target
channel signal within the qth mixed output signal after-
wards is not defined as ‘undesired’ and is not eliminated
in the target channel. This behavior can be configured by
the ISC control matrix WISC introduced in (3). Hence,
computational costs are saved within the ISC and the pos-
sibility of exploiting spatial diversity effects between the
microphone channel signals during a later signal combin-
ing is kept. The ISC structure is shown in Figure 2 and
consists of two parts. The actual cross-talk cancellation
stage uses the output of a preceding blocking structure
instead of the microphone signals directly for further
processing. The blocking stage attenuates the desired sig-
nal cancellation effect in order to obtain an improved
reference signal within the signal compensation of the
undesired components. ISC structures with a blocking
stage have been proposed in [10] and are used in [11,19].
Other solutions for the enhancement of the reference sig-
nal in noise cancellation structures are, e.g., considered in
[20]. However, in this contribution, the blocking structure
approach is applied similar to [11] but for the multi-
channel case with more than two microphones in a car
environment.
3.1 Blocking stage
Within the first stage, adaptive filtering is performed by
the blocking structure, where the M − 1 microphone sig-
nals are filtered by Fˆm′,m(, k) and subtracted from the
signal spectrum in channelm′. This yields the signal com-
ponent Y˘ cm′(, k) to be effectively used as a reference signal
for cross-talk cancellation in the mth channel. With the
Hermitian operator (·)H, the output results in









with the related column vectors for filtering
Fˆm′,m(, k) =
[
Fˆm′,m,0(, k), . . . , Fˆm′,m,LFIR−1(, k)
]T
,
Ym(, k) = [Ym(, k), . . . ,Ym( − LFIR+1, k)]T .
(6)
Here, LFIR indicates the length of the adaptive filters, and
(·)T denotes the transpose of the vectors. To exclude the
desired speech components from the ISC reference and
therewith to avoid signal cancellation within the ISC, the
filter coefficients Fˆm′,m(, k) are only updated if solely the
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particular mth ISC target channel shows speaker activity
(ŜADm(, k)=1, as introduced in Section 6.1 and deter-
mined by (82)). Thus, the resulting speech component and
therewith the effective cross-talk in channelm′ calculated
in (5) will equal to 0 during these situations. The fil-
ter coefficients are adapted by the NLMS algorithm (e.g.,
[21]):




‖ Ym(, k) ‖2 ,
(7)
where (·)∗ is the conjugate complex operator. The related
step size can be expressed as
αbsm (, k) =
{
α, if ŜADm(, k) = 1,
0, else.
(8)
Alternatively, for a two-channel scenario, an additional
control mechanism based on an optimal step size has been
proposed by the authors in [22]. The preferred values for
the implementation are LFIR = 3 and α = 0.3.
3.2 Cross-talk cancellation stage
As depicted in Figure 2, secondly, the cross-talk cancel-
lation stage follows within the ISC. With the filter vector









Y˘ cm′(, k), . . . , Y˘ cm′( − LFIR+1, k)
]T ,
(9)
the cross-talk cancelled signal is obtained:
Y˘m(, k)=Ym(, k) −
M∑
m′=1
W ISCm,m′ · HˆHm,m′(, k)Y˘cm′(, k).
(10)
Here, the combination of the last two factors constitutes
the filtered cross-talk components originating from all
channelsm′ and used for cancellation of interfering speak-
ers’ signals by subtraction from the target signals Ym(, k)
(see structure in Figure 2). The single elements W ISCm,m′
of the ISC control matrix WISC ensure that only those
cross-talk components are eliminated that are desired to
be cancelled. Due to forced zeros on the main diagonal
of WISC, the contribution of the desired signal itself is
excluded. For the filter update with the NLMS algorithm,
we have
Hˆm,m′(+1, k)=Hˆm,m′(, k)+αm′(, k)
Y˘ ∗m(,k)Y˘cm′(, k)





⎧⎨⎩α, if ŜADm′(, k) = 1,0, else, (12)
controls the ISC adaptation, showing that the cross-talk
cancellation filters Hˆm,m′(, k) are only to be updated if
interfering speech activity is indicated for the m′th chan-
nel. The signals are continuously filtered, and the cross-
talk components are attenuated without causing much
distortion of the desired speech.
4 Signal enhancement (SE)
To further enhance the speech signals, an automatic gain
control (AGC) and an ENR follow within the SE block.
In addition to a stationary noise reduction, still existing
residual cross-talk components are suppressed, and the
AGC and the ENR care for the adjustment of the signal
characteristics prior to the subsequent signal combina-
tion. The determination of all these parts is discussed in
the following. Suitable parameters for the implementation
of the SE part are depicted in Table 1.
4.1 Automatic gain control
Due to varying distances between the speakers and the
microphones, the related microphone speech signal lev-
els differ among the channels. To care for a compensation
of these differences, an AGC is performed. Based on the
input signal Y˘m(, k), the related peak level Y˘Pm(, k) is
estimated, and a fullband amplification factor am() is
determined to adapt the current peak level to a target peak
level Y˘ ref that can be defined beforehand. A method for
peak level estimation is proposed in [23] based on a sim-
ple speech activity detector. But, here, the speaker activity
detector presented in Appendix 2 is used, and instead
of processing a time domain signal for peak tracking, a
root-mean-square measure over all subbands is applied.
The actual peak level is estimated whenever single-talk
Table 1 Preferred parameter values for the
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is detected for the related channel. Single-channel speech
activity ŜTDm() ∈ {0, 1} is indicated by
ŜTDm() =
{
1, if ŜADm() = 1 ∧̂DTD() = 0,
0, else.
(13)
For an introduction to the fullband speaker activity
detector ŜADm() ∈ {0, 1} and the double-talk detec-
tor ̂DTD() ∈ {0, 1}, please refer to Section 6.1 and
Appendix 1. The equalized output for each channel
results in
Y˜m(, k) = am()Y˘m(, k), (14)
with the recursively averaged frequency-independent
gain factors [24]




4.2 Extended noise reduction
With the objective of obtaining an overall extended noise
reduction including a postfilter for residual cross-talk sup-
pression (RCS) and a dynamic maximum attenuation to
realize a dynamic combination of the microphone signals
later, two approaches are combined to one noise reduction
characteristic. For the filtering of the noisy signal Y˜m(, k)
follows
X˜m(, k) = GENRm (, k) · Y˜m(, k). (16)
The filter coefficients GENRm (, k) are determined by
restriction of the cross-talk suppression filter coefficients
GRCSm (, k) to a time- and frequency-dependent maximum
attenuation βENRm (, k) to keep a certain level of residual
background noise and mask artifacts like musical tones:
GENRm (, k) = max
{
GRCSm (, k), βENRm (, k)
}
. (17)
The maximum attenuation includes two factors:
βENRm (, k) = βRCSm (, k) · βDSCm (, k), (18)
where the first factor is the spectral floor conditioned by
the cross-talk suppression postfilter in Section 4.2.1, and
the second one is the additional maximum attenuation for
DSC determined in Section 4.2.4.
4.2.1 Postfilter for residual cross-talk suppression
For suppression of the still existing residual cross-talk
components B˜m(, k) present in the cross-talk compen-
sated and equalized signal Y˜m(, k), a postprocessing can
be applied that complements the reduction of stationary
background noise similar to the approach in [14]. Gener-
ally, different spectral weighting filter characteristics can
be chosen for noise reduction. Instead of applying the
basic Wiener filter [23] in this contribution, the applica-
tion of a recursive Wiener filtering [25] is proposed to
reduce musical tones in the noise-reduced output signal
X˜m(, k). With the maximum noise overestimation factor
γWF1 and the fixed overestimation γWF2, the filter coef-













where GENRm (−1, k) is the limited quantity GRCSm (, k) of
the previous frame (see (17)). Furthermore, ˆ′N˜N˜,m(, k) is
a modified noise PSD that is a combination of an AGC
weighted stationary noise part and the residual cross-talk
component:
ˆ′N˜N˜,m(, k) = ˆN˜N˜,m(, k) + ˆB˜B˜,m(, k), (20)
where the stationary term is determined by weighting
a continuously estimated noise PSD ˆN˘N˘,m(, k) by the
squared AGC gain factors (15) as
ˆN˜N˜,m(, k) = a2m() · ˆN˘N˘,m(, k). (21)
To obtain ˆN˘N˘,m(, k), e.g., the improvedminimum recur-
sive averaging approach [26] can be chosen. Regarding
(19), it has to be ensured that the cross-talk components
are effectively suppressed. Thus, the residual cross-talk
suppression component βRCSm (, k) of the overall spectral
floor in (18) has to be adjusted. In addition to a constant
spectral floor β , here, a dynamic time- and frequency-
dependent component realizes the attenuation of the
residual cross-talk down to the same level as the stationary
background noise. Including β , we have
βRCSm (, k) = β ·
√√√√ ˆN˜N˜,m(, k)
ˆN˜N˜,m(, k) + ˆB˜B˜,m(, k)
. (22)
4.2.2 Residual cross-talk
For realization of the residual cross-talk suppression,
an estimate for the residual cross-talk component
ˆB˜B˜,m(, k) used in (20) and (22) has to be determined.
Due to the signal model described in (2), it follows for the
processed signal PSD estimates after the ISC and AGC:
ˆY˜Y˜,m(, k) = ˆS˜S˜,m(, k) + ˆB˜B˜,m(, k) + ˆN˜N˜,m(, k),
(23)
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with ˆS˜S˜,m(, k) including all desired speech components -
direct and cross-talk components - that are not to be can-
celled. The overall residual cross-talk in channelm can be
expressed as the sum of all relevant components resulting




W ISCm,m′ · ˆB˜B˜,m,m′(, k). (24)
Due to forced zeros on the main diagonal of WISC, the
contribution of the desired signal itself is always excluded.
The residual cross-talk quantity ˆB˜B˜,m,m′(, k) in channel
m resulting from the m′th channel cannot be observed. It
may be estimated by weighting a remote speaker’s signal
PSD in channelm′ by an estimated instantaneous acoustic
coupling factor K˜m,m′(, k) between each channel m′ and
the channelm:
ˆB˜B˜,m,m′(, k) = K˜m,m′(, k) · ˆS˜S˜,m′(, k). (25)
Alternatively, the residual cross-talk PSD can be writ-
ten only during single-talk activity in the m′th channel
(ˆS˜S˜,m(, k) = 0 and ˆB˜B˜,m,m′(, k) = ˆB˜B˜,m(, k)) by
directly observable quantities. Rearranging (23) and sim-
plifying and including (24) results in
ˆB˜B˜,m,m′(, k) = ˆY˜Y˜,m(, k) − ˆN˜N˜,m(, k). (26)
For the single-talk speech component PSD in channel m′
follows accordingly:
ˆS˜S˜,m′(, k) = ˆY˜Y˜,m′(, k) − ˆN˜N˜,m′(, k). (27)
However, with this expression and a long-term estimate
Kˆm,m′(, k) for the coupling factor, the residual cross-talk
PSD can be estimated by the weighted sum of all con-
sidered remote speech components in channel m′. After




W ISCm,m′ · Kˆm,m′(, k) · ˆS˜S˜,m′(, k).
(28)
Note that if no single speech activity occurs in channel
m′, then ˆS˜S˜,m′(, k) = 0. Within the computation of
the overall considered cross-talk quantity in channel m
again, the coefficients of the ISC control matrix WISC
force to neglect eliminating cross-talk components orig-
inating from a channel that has to be merged with the
currently considered one afterwards.
4.2.3 Coupling factor
The principle of an acoustic coupling factor is already
introduced for the acoustic echo cancellation problem
by [23]. Firstly, using (26) and (27), the instantaneous cou-
pling factor within (25) can be expressed during single-
talk as
K˜m,m′(, k) =
ˆY˜Y˜,m(, k) − ˆN˜N˜,m(, k)
ˆY˜Y˜,m′(, k) − ˆN˜N˜,m′(, k)
. (29)
The long-term estimate of the coupling factor applied in
(28) is updated during periods of single-talk whenever




⎧⎨⎩Kˆm,m′(−1, k), if ŜADm′(, k)=0 ∨̂DTD()=1,γ Km,m′(, k)·Kˆm,m′(−1, k), else,
(30)
with the time- and frequency-dependent constant
γ Km,m′(, k) determined by comparing the instantaneous
with the long-term estimated coupling factor:
γ Km,m′(, k) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
γ Kinc, if K˜m,m′(, k) > Kˆm,m′(−1, k),
γ Kdec, if K˜m,m′(, k) < Kˆm,m′(−1, k),
1, else.
(31)
For increasing and decreasing, the appropriate con-
stants γ Kinc and γ Kdec are chosen. The fullband speaker
activity detection ŜADm(), the frequency-selective one
ŜADm′(, k), and the double-talk detector ̂DTD() are
explained in Section 6.1, Appendix 1, Appendix 2, and
Appendix 3.
4.2.4 Dynamicmaximumattenuation
The noise signal characteristics may differ strongly across
the microphone channels, depending on the position or
type of the microphone and the kind of background
noise. However, as a preprocessing step for the realiza-
tion of a dynamic combination of the microphone signals
(Section 5), equal power and spectral shape of the back-
ground noise have to be provided for all related channels
during transitions between different active speakers if a
switching between them is performed. Thus, annoying
switching artifacts are to be avoided by a dynamic max-
imum attenuation that can be applied within the noise
reduction regarding (17) and (18). The dynamic spectral
floor factor [24]
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used in (18) adjusts the estimated noise PSD for
each microphone channel signal to a reference PSD
ˆrefN˜N˜,m(, k) in such a way that no discontinuities within
the signal characteristics are noticeable across the micro-
phones. The important reference PSD is determined by
(50) later in Section 6.2, and ˆN˜N˜,m(, k) is obtained by
(21). Regarding the maximum attenuation, it might be ad-
vantageous to introduce a limit βDSCm (,k) ∈ [βmin,βmax]
with βmin ≤ β ≤ βmax [24] for an adequate performance
of the DSC.
5 Dynamic signal combination
Finally, the signals of the single-microphone channels have
to be combined to mixed output signals. Applying the
AGC in (14) and the extended noise reduction in (16) with
the dynamic maximum attenuation in (32), this can be
performed without noticeable switching artifacts within
the signal characteristics. In [24], the authors presented a
solution for this challenge but without considering diver-
sity and with only one desired output signalQ = 1.Within
the presented generic system here, diversity effects are
exploited, similar to [27]. Frequency-selective switching
shall be applied, and it shall be possible to serve several
speech applications in parallel. Hence, selected micro-
phone channels are to be combined to Q separate mixed
output signals. The microphone channels to be combined
to one output signal instance can be selected by the DSC
control matrix WDSC introduced in (4). As depicted in
Figure 2, after the signal combination, the vector X(, k)
includes Q output signals, where each is a combination of
some appropriately processed microphone signals X˜(, k).
If speech activity is detected only in channels that are
combined to the qth output signal later and no speech
activity is detected in other channels at this time instance,
we call it output-related single-talk. Then, the mixed sig-
nal can be calculated by a combination of all M available
signals X˜m(, k) to exploit the spatial diversity by consid-
ering the cross-talk components occurring in each of all
channels. For the appropriate output-related single-talk
detection measurêSTMq(), we have
̂STMq() =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0, if̂DTDq() = 1,
M∑
m=1
WDSCq,m · ŜADm(), else,
(33)
where q ∈ {1, . . . ,Q} with q = q. Therewith,̂DTDq() ∈
{0, 1} is a double-talk detector related to the specific qth
output signal. It takes effect if speech is detected not only
for the currently observed qth output signal but also in
microphone channels related to other output signals q.
For details concerning the robust fullband SAD detector
ŜADm(), please refer to Section 6.1 and Appendix 2.
During the described output-related single-talk, the
magnitude and phase are treated differently and inde-
pendently within the signal combination process. The
spectral magnitude of the channel signal showing the best
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is selected by the real-valued
weights wq,m(, k) ∈ {0, 1}, and the phasemixq (, k) of the
last active channel within the qth mixed output signal is







∣∣X˜m(, k)∣∣·e jφmixq (,k), if̂STMq()>0,
M∑
m=1
WDSCq,m · wq,m() · X˜m(, k), else.
(34)
The last line applies if speech activity is detected in other
than the qth output related signals, or an overall noise
period occurs. No frequency-selective channel switching
is adopted but rather a fullband decision controlled by
the weights wq,m() ∈ {0, 1}. With the Kronecker delta
δm,u(,k) selecting the channel with themaximum SNR, the
temporary frequency-selective weights result in
w′q,m(, k) = δm,u(,k) , (35)
where u(, k) ∈ {0, . . . ,M} denotes the channel showing
the maximum SNR:






In Section 6.1, the estimation of the SNR ξˆm(, k) is given





∣∣X˜u(,k)(, k)∣∣ > ∣∣X˜m(, k)∣∣ ,
wq,m(), else.
(37)
This implies that the maximum SNR channel is only
selected if the absolute value of the noise-reduced signal
in this channel is larger than the absolute value of the
signal within the currently observed mth channel. Oth-
erwise, the fullband weight wq,m() is used. Therefore, it
is searched for fullband activity of the mth speaker cor-
responding to the qth output signal. If no single one or
more than one speakers are active per output instance, the
previous decision is kept:
wq,m() =
{
ŜADm(), if̂STMq() = 1,
wq,m(−1), else.
(38)
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Regarding the phase in (34), always the phase value of
the last active channel in the present output instance
indicated by vq() is used:
φmixq (, k) = φvq()(, k). (39)








The energy-based control mechanism for the proposed
speech communication system with distributed speaker-
dedicated microphones is introduced below as well as the
reference noise PSD estimation that is important for the
signal combination process.
6.1 Robust speaker activity detection
A robust differentiation between several speakers has to
be achieved. For this SAD, an energy-based approach rely-
ing on the evaluation of signal power ratios between the
microphone signals is applied. A similar overall SAD sys-
tem was already introduced by the authors in [28]. An
overview of the whole SAD block is given in Figure 3.
The enhanced fullband detector̂SAD() as an improve-
ment of a basic fullband detector˜SAD() as well as a
frequency-selective detector ̂SAD(, k) is obtained. As
depicted in Figure 2, the fullband SAD measure is used
for general control, whereas the frequency-selective value
is of interest for the ISC and especially for controlling the
adaptive filters. Besides relying on the signal power ratio
(SPR), these detectors are based on the SNR as a further
energy-based measure.
As a first step, the SPR has to be defined. Regarding
the signal model in (2), we obtain for the signal PSD esti-
mate ˆ

,m(, k) including the direct speech component
as well as the cross-talk components
ˆ

,m(, k) = max
{




The estimate ˆYY,m(, k) is determined by smoothing
the squared magnitudes of the microphone signal spec-
tra Ym(, k). The noise PSD ˆNN,m(, k) can be estimated,
e.g., by the improved minimum controlled recursive aver-
aging approach [26]. In a system withM≥2 microphones,




















with the very small value  ensuring the validity of the
expression. Due to the fact that each speaker has a dedi-
cated microphone and due to the assumption that always
one microphone captures the speech best, the active
speaker can be identified by the evaluation of the SPR
among the available microphones. Basically, speech activ-
ity of speaker m is detected if the related logarithmic
SPR is larger than 0 dB. For computational details of
such a basic fullband detector˜SAD(), please refer to
Appendix 1. In order to consider the SPR only in signif-
icant regions during the determination of the SAD, the
channel-related SNR ξˆm(, k) is included. It is estimated














with the PSD estimate ˆYY,m(, k) and the related modi-
fied noise estimate ˆ′NN,m(, k) for the determination of a
reliable SNR value. Using the preferred factor γSNR = 4, it
follows
ˆ′NN,m(, k) = γSNR · ˆNN,m(, k). (44)
Figure 3 Speaker activity detection stage. Overview of the speaker activity detection block in Figure 2 within the control unit.
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By simply evaluating the power ratios, the presented
basic fullband detection of the active speaker can be
performed. But, transient interferers like indicator noise,
outside crossing cars, and speech from interfering speak-
ers may be wrongly assigned to one speaker’s activity,
e.g., during interfering backseat passengers in a system
with only two microphones in the front. The robust-
ness for these and for other situations in general can
be increased by applying an enhanced fullband detector
̂SAD() based on the exploitation of SPR patterns as was
first introduced by the authors in [29]. Therewith, the
characteristics of the room acoustics shall be involved and
evaluated. Due to the distinguishing room acoustics, a
sharp decline of the energy may occur in some special
subbands of the speaker’s dedicated mth microphone sig-
nal. This causes a lower amount of energy in the speaker’s
closest microphone compared to the distant ones. Hence,
for the active mth speaker, the related observable signal
power ratio ŜPRm(, k) is smaller than one or at least
very low only in some special subbands. These subbands
may be called multipath-induced fading subbands related
to the multipath propagation effects. The number and
location of these subbands are assumed to be character-
istic for each sound source at a different location in the
car. Thus, appropriate patterns representing this effect
may indicate the position of a speaker if they match a
reference pattern set. For further details, please refer to
Appendix 2.
After the determination of the robust fullband SAD,
a frequency-selective detection̂SAD(, k) of the active
speaker has to be carried out. Due to the occurring
multipath-induced fading subbands, it is not reliable to
distinguish between the active speakers, depending on
whether a positive or negative logarithmic SPR occurs
in a frequency subband as presented in [11]. In case of
speech activity of one speaker, the related SPR may show
negative values for a small number of the multipath-
induced fading subbands due to the room acoustics. The
detection of speech activity might be missed in these
subbands for the corresponding speaker. Thus, we want
to avoid the decision based on a hard thresholding and
propose an approach that exploits a modeling of the
power ratios as was similarly proposed by the authors in
[31]. The details of the specific version used in this con-
tribution is presented in Appendix 3. Finally, it should
be noted that due to the sparseness of speech activity,
double-talk does not have to be detected in a frequency-
selective manner but rather on a frame basis as a fullband
measure.
6.2 Reference noise power spectral density estimation
For signal combination, the spectra of the residual back-
ground noise after noise reduction are aligned among
the Q output signals. This allows for selecting channels
within the dynamic signal combination unit without get-
ting switching artifacts. The spectral alignment to a ref-
erence noise spectrum is done by dynamic modification
of a frequency-dependent spectral floor parameter within
the noise reduction (16). The computation of this dynamic
spectral floor is proposed in (32), where we need to know
an appropriate reference noise PSD. In order to determine
a reference background noise out of all those different
microphone signals that are to bemixed to one output sig-
nal, it has to be decided which speaker is the dominant
one at a time instance. Corresponding dominance weights
can be determined by evaluating the duration for which a
speaker has been detected.While a speaker is active alone,
his dominance increases until it reaches a maximum value
and therewith full dominance. Then, the target noise level
has to be controlled by this channel alone. If a different rel-
evant speaker within the subset of microphone signals to
be combined to one output instance becomes active, the
dominances of all the other related channels decrease. In
order to determine dominance weights, firstly, we define
the channel-dependent dominance counters [24]
cm() = max {min {cm(−1) + cm(), cmax} , cmin} ,
(45)
where the limitation of the counters to a minimum cmin
and a maximum value cmax, respectively, defines the range
between the minimum and full dominance of a speaker.
The parameter cm() controls the increase or decrease
of the counters and is dependent on the single-talk
speaker activity detection ŜTDm() ∈ {0, 1} introduced in
(13).With the increasing and decreasing step sizes cinc and
cdec, respectively, it follows
cm() =
{
cinc, if ŜTDm() = 1,
−cdec,m, else.
(46)
After speaking for a period tinc, a speakerm should get full
dominance. This determines the step size for increasing
[24]
cinc = cmax − cmintinc · Tframe , (47)
with the period Tframe between two consecutive time
frames. The dominance counter of the previous active
speaker has to reach cmin after the time the currently
active speaker achieves full dominance and therewith
counters the value cmax. Therefore, the decreasing con-
stant has to be recomputed for each channelm every time
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a speaker in any other channelm′(m = m′) corresponding
to the same output signal subset becomes active:
cdec,m=
{ cm()−cmin





with the very small value . The matrix WISC avoids a
decrease of the dominance of themth speaker if a speaker
related to a different output signal other than the currently
considered output signal becomes active. To characterize
the dominance of a speaker, finally, the counters have to
be mapped to the speaker dominance weights by normal-






∣∣∣1 − W ISCm,m′ ∣∣∣ · cm′() . (49)
With the help of the dominance weights, an output signal-
dependent reference noise PSD ˆrefN˜N˜,m(, k) used for the
dynamic spectral floor computation in (32) can be deter-
mined. Note that for input channels corresponding to the
same output instance, this reference noise PSD has to be
identical. Applying the dominance weights and the con-
trol matrixWISC for involving only the noise PSDs of the




∣∣∣1 − W ISCm,m′ ∣∣∣ · gDWm′ () · ˆN˜N˜,m′(, k),
(50)
where ˆN˜N˜,m′(, k) is the noise PSD estimate as intro-
duced in (21). Figure 4 shows the dominance weights and
the adjustment of the signal characteristics for a scenario,
where four passengers in a car speak one after another
and all signals are combined to one output signal instance
Q = 1. Due to a slightly opened window at the front right
passenger, the background noise is higher there compared
to the other channels. The noise and speech signal show
smooth transitions at speaker changes compared to hard
switching between the channels.
Preferred parameters of the implementation of the ref-
erence value computation can be found in Table 2.
7 Evaluation
For evaluation purposes, a measurement database has
been recorded in an Audi A6 with four distributed
speaker-dedicated microphones. The driver and the front
passenger each have a dedicated microphone located in
the A-pillar. The microphones for the two backseat pas-
sengers are located in the ceiling in front of each seat.
Speech and noise signals have been recorded separately
to be combined to noisy signals afterwards. Based on
this scenario, instrumental quality measures can be deter-
mined by evaluating the components before and after
the processing. Clean speech signal components of eight
speakers (four females and four males) speaking four dif-
ferent test utterances have been recorded for all four
available seating positions in the car. To cause the Lom-
bard effect, car noise with an average sound pressure
level of around 65 dB(A) has been played back via head-
phones during the recording. Thus, the database includes
128 test sentences (eight speakers × four positions ×
four utterances). The noise signal components have been
recorded for six different speeds (50, 80, 100, 130, 160,
and 180 km/h) with all windows closed. Additionally noise
scenarios with a slightly opened front right window were
recorded for the first five speeds. In order to obtain
realistic noisy microphone signals, the signal components
Figure 4 Speaker dominance weights andmixing example. Speaker dominance weights (middle) in case of a car driving at 160 km/h. Four
passengers speaking one after another each with an SNR = 5 dB. The front right window is slightly opened. The spectrograms of the resulting
noise-reduced (β = −10 dB) signal after hard switching between active channels (top) and of the combined signal after DSC (bottom) are shown.
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Table 2 Preferred parameter values for the







are combined regarding ITU-T Recommendation P.56
[32] as presented by the authors in [27], with SNR ∈
{−5, 0, 5, 10, 15, 20} dB. It is aimed at generating test sig-
nals where four different speakers assigned to the four
various seats are speaking different utterances at different
noise scenarios and SNRs one after another. Therefore,
primarily, one speaker is chosen for each seating posi-
tion randomly out of the whole measurement database.
Therewith, an arrangement in the car with four speakers
is simulated. Regarding the current evaluation, four such
arrangements are chosen randomly with each speaker
speaking four different utterances in the mentioned 11
noise conditions. Hence, we have 176 test signals for each
position for six different SNRs.
A special analysis scenario has been picked from the
whole dataset, where M = 4 speakers are active one
after another at 0 dB with background noise of the
car driving at 80 km/h. Between the second and third
speakers, a short overlapping speech period is present.
The two front passengers’ signals (speakers 1 and 2) are
mixed to one output instance, and the backseat passen-
gers’ signals (speakers 3 and 4) to a second one deter-
mined by the control matrices defined in (3) and (4).
Thus, we have Q = 2 output signals. In Figure 5, dif-
ferent spectrograms are visualized. Besides the spectra
of the raw microphone signals, several versions of the
processed spectra are shown. The AGC has not been
considered during these processings. For the spectro-
grams related to the complete speech enhancement sys-
tem (excluding AGC), it is obvious that the cross-talk
components are robustly suppressed, while chosen partic-
ular signals are combined to the appropriate two output
signals.
To evaluate the whole system more generally, instru-
mental quality measures can be computed. Due to the
combination of realistic noisy time-domain signals out
of the separate signal components, the noisy signal can
be processed by the proposed speech enhancement sys-
tem, whereas the influence on each single component can
be observed and evaluated afterwards. The system with
M = 4 has been configured with Q = 2, and the noise
reduction applies a maximum attenuation of β = −12 dB.
Again, for the evaluation, the AGC is not included into
the whole processing. Beside the speech-to-speech distor-
tion ratio (SSDR) [33], a second measure called direct-to-
cross-talk ratio (DCR) is introduced for evaluation. It is
common to evaluate such quality measures in segments.
Regarding [34] where a typical segment length between
15 and 20 ms is recommended, we choose a length of
N = 320 at the underlying sampling frequency of fs =
16 kHz which results to 20 ms. In order to measure the
speech distortion, the SSDR can be computed based on
the clean reference time-domain speech signal compo-
nent sm(n) and the processed speech signal component
s˜m(n). Note that the reference speech component in each
mth channel is a combination of the direct component
and the cross-talk components occurring in the other
channels dependent on the channel selection in (34) in
order to avoid a negative influence of exploitation of diver-
sity effects. The SSDR in each frame λ can be written
as [33]









whereas the speech distortion is defined as comprising the
processed speech signal component s˜m(n) as
em(n) = s˜m(n) − sm(n). (52)
It has to be ensured that the delay between s˜m(n) and
sm(n) is compensated. After limitation of SSDRm(λ) to
a maximum of SSDRmax = 30 dB and a minimum of






The term m represents a subset of all those frames
showing fullband voice activity for speaker m and where
SSDRm(λ) > −10 dB. C(m) is the number of elements
within this subset.
Regarding these subsets, similarly, a measure for the
remaining cross-talk is computed. The segmental DCR
is defined considering the processed direct signal s˜m(n)
originating from the exclusively active source belonging to
themth channel and the related processed cross-talk com-
ponents b˜m′,m(n) occurring in the other distant channels
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Figure 5 Processed signal spectra for different processings based on an example scenario. Noisy microphone spectra for each ofM = 4
channels (first two rows) and the output signals for Q = 2 are depicted. Three different processings are shown: The processed two output signal
spectrograms without ISC and RCS (third row), the processed signal with ISC but again without RCS (fourth row), and finally the outputs based on
the overall processing including ISC as well as RCS (last row). The speakers are active one after another (driver, front passenger, rear left passenger,
rear right passenger). Noise is superposed from a car driving at 80 km/h. Each passenger speaks at an SNR of 0 dB.
with ′m representing voice active frames where addition-
ally DCRm,m′(λ) > −10 dB. The DCR in each frame
results in









The value is limited to amaximumDCRmax = 60 dB and a
minimumDCRmin = −10 dB before applying (54). Due to
the presence of cross-talk components in multiple distant
channels, we consider the mean segmental DCR for the





Here, the number of channels where the cross-talk com-
ponents are evaluated is specified by C(m), and m is
the subset of channel indices that are not related to the
output signal the currentmth channel is dedicated to. The
mean values for these measures are determined across the
whole test set for each SNR.
The results are depicted in Figure 6 showing the mean
across all positions. The SNR is represented by the mark-
ers increasing from the bottom to the top (-5, 0, 5, 10,
15, and 20 dB). The basic processing without any cross-
talk suppression already shows a relatively high DCR
due to the attenuation of the active speaker’s speech by
the acoustic path. Based on this, the ISC performs a
further cross-talk cancellation. The overall system with
ISC and RCS attenuates the cross-talk components very
well, indicated by higher DCR values, whereas the speech
distortion remains nearly the same compared across the
different processings. The higher the SNR, the lower is
the speech distortion (higher SSDR). With exception of
the Basic+ISC+RCS processing method, the variation
for the DCR results across different SNRs is not as large
due to masking effects and room acoustics. Including the
RCS, it is obvious that a larger amount of cross-talk com-
ponents can be suppressed at higher SNRs because it
depends on the SAD in the active channel and is able
to detect more speech active bins that are not masked
by noise. Figure 7 shows similar results for the differ-
ent positions exemplarily evaluated for one speaker in the
front (m = 1) and one in the back (m = 3). The results
for the front position differ slightly from the ones for
the backseat position especially regarding the segmen-
tal DCR. This is expected due to the room acoustics
and the higher amount of cross-talk speech compo-
nents in the front microphones caused by the backseat
speakers.
Now, we evaluate the fullband SAD introduced in
Section 6.1 and outlined further in Appendix 2. Error rates
are computed based on the comparison of the binary SAD
results after the processing compared with a reference
fullband SAD mask. The reference assumes speech activ-
ity if the clean speech signal component level is larger than
a certain threshold. This threshold is chosen 40 dB below
the maximum level of the whole clean speech signal. The
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Figure 6 Performance evaluated in average over all positions. Performance of the different processing methods averaged over all positions.
Increasing SNR represented by markers from bottom to top (-5, 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 dB).
fullband reference mask SADref,m() for each channel m
is set to 1 if a minimum of 5% of all frequency subbands
exceeds this threshold, otherwise it is zero. Error rates are
computed for the basic SAD S˜ADm() and the enhanced
one ŜADm(), respectively. In case of the enhanced SAD,
the fullband overall error in channel m for L signal time




∣∣SADref,m() − ŜADm()∣∣ , (57)
and accordingly for S˜ADm(). In Figure 8, this over-
all error is depicted for the basic SAD (65) and the
enhanced SAD (73) again for six different SNRs. The
results are based on the mean SAD across all positions
and conditions of the whole dataset. It is evident that
the enhanced SAD yields a detection with a lower overall
error. With higher SNRs, the overall error is decreasing,
and the SAD seems to be more reliable.
Exemplarily formulated for the enhanced SAD, the false
detections are covered by the false-positive rate, and the






















Figure 9 shows the advantage of the enhanced SAD by
lower false-positive rates. In contrast, the false-negative
Figure 7 Performance evaluated for positionm = 1 andm = 3. Performance of the different processing methods evaluated for the different
positionsm = 1 andm = 3. Increasing SNR represented by markers from bottom to top (-5, 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 dB).
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Figure 8 Overall error of the fullband SAD. Overall error of the fullband SAD (mean over all positions) for six different SNRs increasing from left to
right.
rates are slightly higher. However, to avoid, e.g., the adap-
tation of adaptive filters to wrong events, it seems to be
more important to obtain a lower false-positive rate.
8 Conclusions
In this contribution, a dynamic multi-channel system
for speech signal enhancement in an automotive envi-
ronment with distributed speaker-dedicatedmicrophones
has been presented. The proposed system supports mul-
tiple speakers in a car. It can be freely configured to
obtain different mixed output signals that can be passed
to various speech signal applications. Selected signals
can be combined to different output signals by dynamic
signal combining, whereas cross-talk components of sig-
nals not of interest are cancelled in these output signals
within an interfering speaker cancellation approach and
proper postprocessing. Furthermore, stationary noise is
reduced.
The ability of the system to combine various input
signals to several output signals has been shown. Fur-
thermore, the suppression of interfering speech in each
output signal has been evaluated by the computation of
instrumental quality measures indicating speech distor-
tion as well as cross-talk cancellation capability. Differ-
ent configurations of the system have been investigated,
showing the advantage of the complete speech enhance-
ment system comprising interfering speaker cancellation,
cross-talk suppression, and dynamic signal combination.
To control the whole system, a robust speaker activity
detection based on signal power ratios has been proposed.
Within the evaluation, it can be shown that an enhance-
ment of the introduced basic fullband approach yields
further improvements regarding detection rates.
Figure 9 False-positive and false-negative error rates for the fullband SAD (mean over all positions). The SNR is decreasing from left to right
(20, 15, 10, 5, 0, and -5 dB).
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Instead of using only one microphone for each speaker,
the proposed methods can also be applied to the output
signals of multiple processed microphone subgroups. It
may be advantageous to use a beamformer for each of the
positions in the car to further improve the characteristics
of the whole processing and to exploit the room acoustics
furthermore by spatial filtering.
Appendices
Appendix 1: basic fullband speaker activity detection
The basic fullband SAD is based on the logarithmic quan-
tity of the SPR estimate from (42), thus we write





In order to consider only SPR values during periods show-
ing a certain SNR (43) with ξˆm(, k) > SNR1, a modified
quantity is defined by
S˜PRm(, k) =
{
ŜPR′m(, k), if ξˆm(, k) ≥ SNR1,
0, else.
(60)
To evaluate the SPR for each channel, it is observed how
many positive (+) or negative (-) values for S˜PRm(, k) are







1, if S˜PRm(, k) ≥ 0,
0, else.
(61)







1, if S˜PRm(, k) < 0,
0, else.
(62)
Based on these quantities and with an SNR-dependent
soft weighting functionGcm(), a soft frame-based speaker
activity detection measure can be formulated by











For the calculation of the subgroup SNRs and the maxi-
mum SNR, see (83) and (84) in Appendix 4. Finally, the
basic fullband SAD can be achieved by thresholding
S˜ADm() =
{
1, if χSADm () > SAD1,
0, else.
(65)
Double-talk is detected based on a measure that evaluates
whether the positive counter c+m() exceeds a certain limit
DTM during fullband detected speech activity in several
channels. This result is held in each channel for some
frames in order to detect continuous regions of double-
talk. If the measure is true for more than one channel,
general double-talk̂DTD() = 1 is assumed. Preferred
parameter settings for this section can be found in Table 3.
Appendix 2: enhanced fullband speaker activity detection
based onmultipath-induced fading patterns
An overview of the enhanced fullband SAD (dark-gray
block in Figure 3) is depicted in Figure 10, where the
dark-shaded area includes the SAD decision as well as
the power ratio pattern determination. The bright-shaded
area comprises the update of the reference pattern set.
Parameter settings used in the following are represented
in Table 4.
Power ratio patterns
As pointed out in Section 6.1, we want to exploit the char-
acteristics of the SPR over frequency. Initially, we want to
define a measure to highlight the multipath-induced fad-
ing subbands. Therefore, we aim at obtaining high values
for the characteristic small power ratios and small values
for inconspicuous and not relevant high power ratios. We
propose a mapping yielding the following quantity [29]:
χPATm (, k) = max
{




Table 3 Preferred parameter settings for the
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Figure 10 Enhanced fullband SAD stage. Overview of the enhanced fullband SAD based on power ratio patterns (dark-gray block in Figure 3).
Large power ratios are mapped to the lower boundPAT1.
γPAT allows the scalability of the behavior of the mapping
function. Using γPAT < 1 forces an underestimation of the
power ratio ŜPRm(, k). Hence, the limit for highlighting
subbands as multipath-induced fading ones can be con-
trolled. A strong underestimation is appropriate to high-
light the subbands that are anomalously highly attenuated
by the room acoustics in the considered channel m. Even
positive but small power ratios are evaluated in this case.
In order to obtain a smoothed spectrum indicating the
position of the multipath-induced fading subbands, a lin-
ear prediction analysis is performed. The autocorrelation
coefficients ϕp,m() are computed by the inverse discrete
Fourier transform of the magnitude squares of the quan-
tity χPATm (, k). Thus, the Yule-Walker auto-regressive
equations for solving the prediction problem with order




ai,m() · ϕp−i,m(), p = 1, 2, . . . ,Np.
(67)
Table 4 Preferred parameter settings for the














After applying the Levinson-Durbin algorithm and using
the frequency response of the filter coefficients ai,m()
represented by Am(, k), the logarithmic estimate of
χPATm (, k) is recovered by
χˆPATm (, k) = 10 log10
(∣∣∣∣ Em(, k)1 − Am(, k)
∣∣∣∣) , (68)
with the prediction error signal Em(, k) used for nor-
malization. Based on these patterns, an enhanced speaker
activity detection can be performed by comparing the
currently observed pattern χˆPATm (, k) with a reference
pattern set that is characteristic for the active speaker’s
location. The reference pattern set consists of NPAT dif-
ferent patterns which shall represent the characteristics
of the specific speaker positions including some varia-
tions. A Euclidean distance measure J˜i,m(, k) between
each reference pattern χˆ refi,m(k) with i = 1, . . . ,NPAT and
the currently estimated pattern is determined:
J˜i,m(, k) =
(
χˆ refi,m(k) − χˆPATm (, k)
)2
. (69)
Themean value of this distance measure J˜i,m(, k) over the
relevant subbands is a quantity for the detection of the
activity of themth speaker:
J i,m() = 1Ni,m
K/2∑
k=0
J˜i,m(, k) · Ii,m(, k), (70)
with Ni,m ∈ {1, . . . ,K/2+1} subbands to evaluate for
each pattern. The function Ii,m(, k) indicates the sub-
bands where an evaluation of the patterns seems to be
reasonable. For small values of Ni,m, the previous dis-
tance measure is used. To draw reliable conclusions from
the distance measure during fullband detected single-talk
speech periods, an SNR of SNR2 has to be exceeded.
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Furthermore, only those subbands should be evaluated,
where multipath-induced fading subbands occur either in
χˆ refi,m(k) or in χˆPATm (, k) indicated by some peaks. For SAD,








In order to detect speech regions rather than single-
speech active frames, a minimum for J jm,m() over LPAT
past frames is determined during basic fullband SAD.
This minimum is denoted by Jm(). The resulting pattern-
based SAD indicator function ŜADPATm () is obtained by
comparing Jm() with a threshold based on its tracked
global minimum m,min() including an additional offset
SAD2:
ŜADPATm () =
⎧⎨⎩1, if Jm() < (m,min() + SAD2),0, else.
(72)
If Jm() is close to zero, it should force ŜAD
PAT
m () = 0
due to the challengeable reliability. In combination with
the basic fullband SAD in (65), the final enhanced fullband
SAD is obtained:
ŜADm() = S˜ADm() · ŜADPATm (). (73)
Reference pattern set
Due to the room acoustics in a car, the occurring patterns
may change over time if the speaker slightly moves. We
propose to update the reference pattern set χˆ refm (k) during
the processing within a first in-first out system of length
NPAT by including new patterns χˆ refi,m(k) as was proposed
similarly by the authors in [29]. Only if speaker activity
can be assumed quite likely, the occurring pattern shall be
included into the reference pattern set. Beside the basic
SAD, a fullband coherence measure is used for accepting
new reference patterns in order to further reduce misde-
tections. Themagnitude squared coherence (MSC) can be
computed between two channelsm andm′ with the cross
PSD ˆYY,m,m′(, k) and the two auto PSDs ˆYY,m(, k)
and ˆYY,m′(, k) [35]. With the appropriate SNR threshold





, if ξˆm(, k) > SNR3,
0, else.
(74)
To obtain a channel-independent fullband coherence
quantity ˜(), we determine the mean MSC measure
over all subbands and search for the maximum of these









Because, furthermore, only the characteristic subbands
should occur as peaks in the reference pattern set, using a
modified measure for highlighting the multipath-induced
fading subbands is proposed. New patterns are included if
three fullband conditions are fulfilled: The basic fullband
SAD in (65) with a stricter threshold SAD1 = 0.5 has
to indicate speech, whereas double-talk must not occur
and a certain threshold COH has to be exceeded by the
coherence measure ˜(). Instead of simply including the
currently appearing spectrum from (68) into the reference
pattern set, the calculation from (66) is modified to
χ refi,m(, k) =
{
χPATm (, k), if Irefi,m(, k) > 0,
PAT2, else,
(76)
for obtaining the reference patterns. The reference indi-
cator function Irefi,m(, k) includes a new characteristic fre-
quency subband into the current reference pattern if the
frequency-selective SNR quantity ξˆm(, k) is larger than
a threshold SNR3. Furthermore, the currently occurring
pattern has to show a peak at some frequencies and
therewith has to exceed a threshold of PAT3 dB there.
Otherwise, the constant PAT2 is set. Based on this mod-
ified quantity, the linear prediction is performed, and the
reference pattern set can be updated by the new entry
χˆ refi,m(k).
Appendix 3: frequency-selective speaker activity detection
An overview of the frequency-selective SAD (light-gray
block in Figure 3) is shown in Figure 11, where the
first block describes the SPR model and its adaptation,
and the second block shows the model-based SAD as
already presented similarly by the authors in [31]. It is
supposed that the SPR in the mth channel can be repre-
sented by the random variable Y , where one realization





assume that this SPR in the mth channel is normally dis-
tributed in each subband with (Y|H1,m) ∼ N (μm, σ 2m)
during voice activity of the mth speaker indicated by the
hypothesis H1,m. Hence, the conditional probability den-
sity function of Y may be modeled by a single Gaussian
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Figure 11 Frequency-selective SAD. Overview of the frequency-selective SAD stage (light-gray block in Figure 3).
















For modeling this distribution in one channel, the mean
value and the variance have to be estimated during single-
talk periods of the related speaker, where an SNR of at
least SNR4 has to be exceeded. Otherwise, the previous
result from the last frame is used. Themean valueμm(, k)
can be estimated by smoothing the SPR over time with the
constant γμ [31]:
μˆm(, k) = γμ · μˆm(−1, k) + (1 − γμ) · ŜPR′m(, k).
(78)
Simultaneously, an estimate for the variance σ 2m(, k) can
be calculated with the smoothing constant γσ :
σˆ 2m(, k) = γσ · σˆ 2m( − 1, k)
+ (1 − γσ ) ·
(




Hence, the SAD may be determined based on the model
parameters without considering the sign of the SPR
value itself. The decision whether speech is detected for
an observed ŜPR′m(, k) is made based on the model
in (77) in combination with the estimated parameters.
For a positive decision, the probability density func-
tion has to reach a certain threshold p, and full-
band speaker activity and no double-talk have to be









∧ ŜADm() = 1 ∧̂DTD() = 0,
δm,mpmax , if̂DTD() = 1,
0, else.
(80)
During double-talk, the channel related to the maximum
resulting modified SPR is determined by the Kronecker







The final frequency-selective SAD results after comparing
the SNR estimate with the limit SNR4
ŜADm(, k) =
{
ŜAD′m(, k), if ξˆm(, k) ≥ SNR4,
0, else.
(82)
During activity ofmore than one speaker, it can be still dis-
tinguished between the different speakers in a frequency-
selective manner due to the assumption of the sparseness
of speech across the subbands. Preferred parameter set-
tings can be found in Table 5.
Table 5 Preferred parameter settings for the
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Appendix 4: signal-to-noise ratio subgroups
Further processing (regarding a DFT length of K= 512
and a sampling frequency of fs = 16 kHz) grouped
SNR values can be computed for K ′ = 10 different
frequency subgroups, each covering DFT bin kæ, . . . ,
kæ+ 1 − 1, with æ =, 2, . . . ,K ′ and {kæ} = {4, 28, 53,
78, 103, 128, 153, 178, 203, 228, 253}. For the mean SNR







Then, the maximum SNR across the SNRs of the fre-
quency subgroups is given by






AGC: Automatic gain control; DCR: Direct-to-cross-talk ratio; DFT: Discrete
Fourier transform; DSC: Dynamic signal combination; ENR: Extended noise
reduction; ISC: Interfering speaker cancellation; MSC: Magnitude squared
coherence; PSD: Power spectral density; RCS: Residual cross-talk suppression;
SAD: Speaker activity detection; SE: Signal enhancement; SNR: Signal-to-noise
ratio; SPR: Signal power ratio; SSDR: Speech-to-speech distortion ratio.
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